The PDF file includes:
Additional events Fig. S1 . Energy increase ratio versus field strength increase ratio. Fig. S2 . The unsmoothed electron PSD spectrum from 30 to 700 keV and the PSD ratio of perpendicular to parallel and anti-parallel directions from 10 eV to 25 keV. (available at advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/5/7/eaaw1368/DC1) Movie S1 (.avi format). Hybrid simulation results of magnetic field evolution of a foreshock bubble. fig. S5a ) is nearly the same as that at FB sheath (blue) above 1 keV, suggesting leakage from the FB sheath to the core. Then these electrons in the core gain additional energy during piling up of field lines from the expansion region to the compression region (from black to red in fig. S5a ). Additionally, the parallel PSD (sunward) at the FB sheath (blue in fig. S5b ) is also comparable to that in the compression region (red in fig. S5b ), suggesting leakage back along field lines after acceleration. Therefore, this event is very consistent with the event in the text. Figure S6 shows THEMIS observations of event 3. Instead of an expansion region and a compression region, there are several spikes inside the core, i.e., the locally enhanced magnetic field region seen in fig. S6a . In fig. S6f , the electron PSD contour is correlated with the field strength. Electrons in the core can be locally betatron accelerated at these spikes, and the maximum detected energy can be ~200 keV as seen in fig. S6e . Figure S7 also shows that perpendicular PSD at different region shifts in energy based on local field strength.
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Fig. S1. Energy increase ratio versus field strength increase ratio.
The energy increase ratio is obtained from Fig. 2g (dotted line) , and the field strength increase ratio is calculated from Fig. 2a smoothed over 9 s. E0 and B0 are the energy and the smoothed field strength at the start time of the dotted line in Fig. 2g, respectively. The tilted solid line represents the theoretical slope, 2/3. unsmoothed SST PSD spectra; (c) the PSD spectral ratio of perpendicular to parallel from 30 keV to 700 keV; (d) the PSD spectral ratio of perpendicular to parallel from 10 eV to 25 keV; (e) the PSD spectral ratio of perpendicular to anti-parallel from 30 keV to 700 keV (Note that at FB sheath there is no data in anti-parallel direction above 100 keV, so the ratio appears to be blank, but in fact the perpendicular anisotropy can extend to at least 200 keV.); (f) the PSD spectral ratio of perpendicular to anti-parallel from 10 eV to 25 keV. shows the three components of ion bulk velocity V in GSE (XYZ in blue, green, and red, respectively). 
